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Change is the mantra of our times...doesn't matter what is under discussion.
The Internet & its very broad brush, erasing past scripts so new responses can emerge, just
continues its message of shift.
Nothing escapes it.
All business models are affected & real estate is no exception. A consumer in charge, & a
search rhythm that channels information gathering, are just two aspects of change.
Big picture societal shifts are also well underway.
Is the age of jobs over? If it's a technology time, then disappearing traditional jobs may never
reappear. Is the education system set up to train the engineers & programmers now needed?
One reads think-tank pieces about the hollowing out of the middle class, with fewer people
doing well financially & more sliding into lower levels. Is retraining the answer?
Perhaps our time has more in common with the beginning days of the Industrial
Revolution...the older Agrarian world was erasing. For a time, the old & the new
co-existed...then the wealth tied to land was replaced by wealth from trade & the
globalization of Empire.
It must have been a painful shift for those on the Agrarian/land side, & very exciting for those
inventing what we now call the Industrial Age. It was a revolution, as it changed a way of
thinking about life & one's place in a social fabric. Dissolution and opportunity, all at the same
time. Sound familiar?
Styles of living, with an aging population, are also something to be considering.
A couple of years ago, I wondered, on my radio show, if the boomers would reinvent aging
the way they reconfigured childhood & early adulthood...thinking that those who once loved
the group/commune life might also enjoy a personal pod space with a community
cooking/meeting area.
Just read in a recent Time article that this concept of the tiny home, in a "village" layout, with
a communal lodge nearby, is being successfully developed in Texas & in Oregon. One future
option for that last third of a life span? Is this a concept that would suit a Gulf Island
retirement concept? As Aristotle reminds us, we are a social animal. Isolation is not good for
us.
Hmmm...a global village (thank you, Marshall McLuhan, for your imagineering in the 1970s),
with a flattening of boundaries due to the multinational culture. A method of communication,
the Internet, that furthers a no geographical boundaries world...at the same time that it's
erasing the concept of individual privacy and the idea that the personal & the corporate are
separate entities.
Wow...a lot for the remaining hybrid beings (with memory of a pre-Internet world & a
knowledge of the post-Internet one) to cope with? Doesn't matter...the post-Internet beings
treat it all like wallpaper...which it is, of course. Important to be in the "now", always.
So: real estate markets follow cycles, like any market & consumer-driven item. This may be a
natural recovery underway, then...year 9 of a 10 year cycle. Plus, societal shifts may be
creating a safe-haven seeking...to preserve capital & to seek a level of self-sufficiency. Fear as
a motivator! Certainly, for the first time in a 5 to 6 year downturn, in all secondary
home/discretionary/recreational regions, there is evidence of a slow uptick.
The ways of connecting a buyer with a seller, however, have dramatically

changed...especially in a discretionary region. What does this mean for you? Call me.
On these Gulf Islands/on Salt Spring Island and on Vancouver Island the activity, since early
2012, has been mainly in the entry-level residential segment...up to $700,000, say. Perhaps
investor-buyers, seeking tenants/passive income stream? Maybe end-users, seeing the huge
value in a recreational purchase after an almost 6 year flat time? Sellers are highly motivated
& prices have reduced around 35% since 2007...it might be the last stages of a buyers market,
& finally the secondary home regions are seeing this buoyancy, too.
More information on Salt Spring Island, Gulf Islands, & Vancouver Island market trends? On
how to make current shifts work to your benefit? Call me!
How may I help you to realize your dream Island property? I work for you....
Tel: 1-250-537-7647
E-Mail: liread33@gmail.com

